
After a changeable first weekend of the Ho-
bie Multi Europeans 2011, yesterday star-
ted beside the further races in the classes 

Hobie 16 Youth, Hobie 14 and Dragoon 
also the first qualifying races for the Open 
Hobie Europeans. More than 50 Teams 
are already prequalified for the finals of 
this European championship. Whether by 
the top placement in the ranking of each 
country or by the good results of the first 
race weekend. The number of the allowed 
gold fleet participants is limited to a total 
of 65 boats. Thus the circle of those, who 
still have a chance to get a place in the gold 
fleet with a good result in todays final qua-
lifying is vanishingly small. Yet one more 
reason for the participants to give every-
thing today – depending on the good will 
of the weather god.

He had made it difficult for the sailors once 
again yesterday. Rather hesitant and weak, 
the wind blew from varying directions over 
the lake. Paired with dark clouds and con-
stant drizzle, the real sailing mood didn´t 
want to come up.

It was just enough for one race over three 
laps for the Hobie 16 Youth. In the Hobie 

14 and Dragoon class, which started toge-
ther, a race over 2 laps could also be com-
pleted. The athletic starting youth got their 
attention in the second race by several ear-
ly starts. After a further race stop because 
of the changing wind, the races were com-
pletely canceld at 5 pm because of the to 
low wind.

On the second lane for the qualifying of 
the Open Hobie Europeans also only one 
race was possible to finish. Something 
more exciting, however, were the u-turns 
at the marks, where a lot of boats stacked 
at the same time because of the huge star-
ting field.

The excitement and hope for a good sai-
ling weather for todays races is surely big 
in every participant. There is still another 
opportunity, to improve or consolidate 
the final results for the classes Hobie 16 
Youth, Hobie 14 and Dragoon or even to 
qualify for the finals of the Open Hobie 
Europeans. We should be excited.

The races for today start at 11 am. Don´t be 
late and take your boats to the lake.

Have a Hobie day!   [TB]

Last chance to qualify for the gold fleet
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Picture of the day

Weather
morning
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afternoon
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evening
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night
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NW

I can smell the iceberg!
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Congratulations to all of the todays winners. Have a Hobie day!

European championship results of the 8th of August

Hobie 16 Youth (after five races)

1st place Vincent Domand and Maxime Blondeau from France

2nd place Francesco Porro and Luca Marsaglia from Italy

3rd place Antoine Terrade Tiffon and Guillaume Eliot from France

Hobie 14 (after five races)

1st place Oliver Stoltenberg from Germany

2nd place Wolfgang Ehrich from Germany

3rd place Krzysztof Baryla from Poland

Dragoon (after five races)

1st place Henri Demesmaeker and Emilie Victor from Belgium

2nd place Cees Van Asselt and Nolty Geijssen from Netherlands

3rd place Sophie Leonie Wiegele and Johanna binder from Austria

Photos

For all of you, who always wanted to ob-
serve a Hobie Cat race from the air or to 
explore the nice region with a scenic flight, 
we offer these possibility today and tomor-
row. Directly on the site of the Yachtclub 
Breitenbrunn stands a helicopter from the 
Hubi-Fly flight school namely ready for 
this. From the morning till the afternoon 
the company offers short flights to all in-
terested guests. A real highlight not only 
for sailing fans. Air minded can book a 
flight directly on the site. Waiting times are 
only for those, who are not early enough!

Helicopter flights site

Qualifying series HC 16

1st place Bernardo Arndt and Bruno Oliveira from Brazil

2nd place Horst Fock and Isabell Kulik from Germany

3rd place Martin Orion and Charlotte Hillard from France
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Cutparty goes mustache
Don´t forget to be back in time after the 
races for the famous CUT-Party in the club 
house. Not only for men! Food is free!


